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EXT. CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL - ALUSHTA

In the park outside the fence of the hospital - a beautiful
spot overlooking the Black Sea - Zahava sits on a bench,
reading and watching Eliezer play in the yard.

Two ladies sit on a bench nearby, talking loudly in Russian.

WOMAN 1
...and this other dress I got was
made entirely of silk, it was just
so beautiful.

WOMAN 2
But how did you get it?

WOMAN 1
His asking price wasn’t TOO high.

They giggle. A gypsy approaches.

GYPSY
Please, ladies. I can tell your
fortunes for a ruble.

WOMAN 1
Get out of here!

WOMAN 2
How dare you! You filth!

The gypsy’s eyes flash.

GYPSY
You came here alone, you two.
Correct? Well you will both remain
alone for the rest of your lives!

Hearing this, Zahava’s eyes flash with fear. The gypsy
approaches her.

GYPSY (cont'd)
Your fortune, madam?

Zahava nods, hands over a ruble and holds out her palm.

GYPSY (cont'd)
examining it - matter of(
fact)

You will see three seas before you
see your husband again.

She points to the Black Sea.

(CONTINUED)
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GYPSY (cont'd)
That is one of them.

Zahava is paralyzed in fear. The gypsy moves away, but
before Zahava can stop her, a nurse from the hospital comes
running toward her waving a telegram.

LADY
Mrs. Kaplinsky! This just arrived
for you. It’s marked urgent.

She hands the telegram to Zahava, who glances down at the
few words:

"SOLI IS SICK. COME HOME."

Zahava looks at the nurse in panic.

EXT. CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL - ALUSHTA

Zahava yanks Eliezer and their suitcases down the stairs. A
Nurse stands at the door and watches them leave.

NURSE
Don’t forget! There are no refunds!

Zahava and Eliezer don’t look back.

CUT TO:

INT. A HOTEL ROOM - BARANOWICZ

A door opens, pouring light into the room.

Noah jumps up from a deep sleep. One of the doctors stands
in the door.

A DOCTOR
You told us to wake you if it
starts.

Noah jolts up, alert. He grabs his suitcase and starts
packing.

A DOCTOR (cont'd)
The train station is already
mobbed..

NOAH
I'm sure.

He picks up his pace.

CONTINUED:
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INT. MOSCOW TRAIN STATION

Zahava and Eliezer get off the train to find Avigdor and
Sarah waiting on the platform. They greet them with warmth,
happy to see them again - not a care in the world.

AVIGDOR
That was a quick trip.

ZAHAVA
in a rush( )

The Slonim train leaves in 10
hours...we need to get some
supplies.

AVIGDOR
Supplies for what?

ZAHAVA
Noah wrote to me - the Germans are
about to invade.

AVIGDOR
laughs( )

He’s mistaken. Whoever told him
that is crazy.

ZAHAVA
Please, let’s just go.

They walk off - Avigdor shrugs to Sarah as they follow her.

EXT. MOSCOW MARKET

They all wander an open market, with Zahava loading up on as
much as she can carry. In addition to bags of rice, dried
sausage, sugar and hard candies, she buys several bottles of
vodka.

She loads it all into her two suitcases.

AVIGDOR
How can you get so much? It’s
just...too much!!

ZAHAVA
Just trust me. Take some of these,
please...

She hands some of the food to him.

ZAHAVA (cont'd)
You’ll thank me later.

(CONTINUED)
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AVIGDOR
Really Zlotke..I don’t know why
you’re so uptight. Hitler? Start up
with us? That very day Berlin will
be wiped off the map!

ZAHAVA
I hope you’re right.

A siren sounds. People start running and shouting.

Zahava freezes, then hugs her cousins.

AVIGDOR
suddenly fearful( )

You’ll never make it. Stay here.

ZAHAVA
I have to try.

She runs toward the train station, dragging Eliezer with
her.

INT. TRAIN STATION - BARANOWICZ

The station is overflowing with humanity. Noah is jostled as
he tries to talk to a station attendant.

ATTENDANT
I told you sir, there are no trains
running to Slonim. The buses will
leave in the morning.

NOAH
So what should I do? How can I get
home?

ATTENDANT
snaps( )

I don’t know! Wait till tomorrow??

Noah shakes his head and pushes his way out of the station.
Just as he reaches the door, a loud feedback sounds over the
loudspeaker. The crowd quiets down and pays attention...

The speech begins...Molotov's famous announcement of war:

(CONTINUED)
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MOLOTOV (V.O.)
Today at 4 o'clock a.m., without
any claims having been presented to
the Soviet Union, without a
declaration of war, German troops
attacked our country, attacked our
borders at many points and bombed
from their airplanes our cities;
Zhitomir, Kiev, Sevastopol, Kaunas
and some others, killing and
wounding over two hundred persons.

Noah stands listening in the packed station.

INT. THE TRAIN STATION PLATFORM - MOSCOW

Zahava and Eliezer sit with their bags, listening to the
same speech.

As the speech is heard, INTERCUT between Noah and Zahava -
they stand in a sea of people at their respective train
stations, listening with grim faces.

MOLOTOV (V.O.)
This war has been forced upon us,
not by the German people, not by
German workers, peasants and
intellectuals, whose sufferings we
well understand, but by the clique
of bloodthirsty Fascist rulers of
Germany who have enslaved
Frenchmen, Czechs, Poles, Serbians,
Norway, Belgium, Denmark, Holland,
Greece and other nations. The
government calls upon you, citizens
of the Soviet Union, to rally still
more closely around our glorious
Bolshevist party, around our Soviet
Government, around our great leader
and comrade, Stalin. Ours is a
righteous cause. The enemy shall be
defeated. Victory will be ours.

INT. MOSCOW TRAIN STATION

A loud cheer goes up in the station as the citizenry is
rallied.

Eliezer, pale, looks up at his mother, who looks down with
concern.

Then: The train whistle sounds. They stand to board.

CONTINUED:
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EXT. THE TRAIN STATION - BARANOWICZ

As the speech finishes, Noah leaves the station. He looks
down the street, then - deciding - begins his walk.

At the outskirts of the town, on the main road, he passes a
sign that reads: “SLONIM. 55 KM.”

He keeps walking.

INT. THE TRAIN - RUSSIAN COUNTRYSIDE

Zahava holds Eliezer tight. Tense and scared...

EXT. THE ROAD - POLISH COUNTRYSIDE

Noah continues to walk as the day turns to dusk, then night.
His steps slow, but he plods on..

INT. MEIR’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Meir sits in the living room, listening to the radio with
news of the war. He hears the front door opening and jumps
up. Noah staggers in.

Meir helps him into the chair.

MEIR
Happy Anniversary.

NOAH
Thanks. Any word?

MEIR
No...I'm sorry..

Noah fights back tears and collapses down in exhaustion.

NOAH
I should probably get to the
hospital.

MEIR
Are you crazy?

NOAH
There will be hundreds of
casualties. They'll need me.

(CONTINUED)
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MEIR
No. Sleep, for God's sake! They'll
survive without you for another
night.

Noah stands up, weary..

INT. THE TRAIN - MINSK

Zahava and Eliezer’s train pulls into Minsk and halts. The
loudspeaker cackles.

LOUDSPEAKER
Minsk. This train departs for
Slonim in fifteen minutes.

Zahava hugs Eliezer to her.

ZAHAVA
We’re almost there Eliezer.

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL - SLONIM - NIGHT

Noah hangs up his bloodied coat and takes a brief rest. In
the doctor's quarters, a radio plays Soviet propaganda,
assuring the citizens that they will prevail.

Noah slumps in a chair, exchanging a tired look with an
ORDERLY who sits nearby.

Then - a muffled shout from the hall. Noah stands and peeks
his head out of the glass door to hear:

NURSE 1
screaming( )

City Hall is empty! There's no one
there!! They've all evacuated!!

NURSE 2
Tanks! I see tanks!!

Panic. The orderly looks up at Noah and stands, grabs his
coat and rushes out.

Noah looks out in the hall to see several other staffers
grab their bags and leave.

He spots Josef down the hall. They exchange a grim
look..just as the rumble of planes sound overhead...

CONTINUED:
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INT. THE TRAIN - MINSK - NIGHT

The train starts to pull out of the station, then SCREECHES
to a loud and sudden halt.

Silence.

Eliezer clutches Zahava in fear. The few remaining
passengers exchange nervous glances. The soft sound of
aircraft grows louder and louder.

Suddenly, a MASSIVE explosion! The entire train is rocked.
Zahava and Eliezer are jostled violently.

Through the train windows, a fire is visible - the bombs
missed the train. The few passengers of the half-empty train
get up and start to exit in a panic. Zahava pulls Eliezer
out of the seat and grabs the suitcases, herding them out of
the door.

CUT TO:

INT. THE HOSPITAL - SLONIM

The rumble grows louder...Noah and Josef follow the crowd to
the front entrance..

EXT. THE HOSPITAL - SLONIM - CONTINUOUS

...and they see a HUGE line of German jeeps powering down
the road. Soldiers jump off the jeeps, guns drawn, screaming
at everyone to return to their homes.

Noah and Josef run back inside...

INT. THE HOSPITAL - SLONIM

...where they take shelter in Noah's office, peeking out the
window onto the street.

A louder rumble, and a huge TANK comes into view. Germans
soldiers pour in from every direction, flooding the town.

JOSEF
That didn't take long...

Noah's face creases in worry.
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INT. TRAIN PLATFORM - MINSK

Zahava and Eliezer run out of the train, following the
crowd. Once inside the station, she looks around urgently.

Most people head for the main exit, but Zahava sees a small
crowd fleeing down a staircase. Hauling Eliezer, she runs
toward them.

The staircase leads to a back exit. The street is eerily
quiet, but shouts and explosions can be heard in the
distance.

Zahava runs slowly, struggling to carry her bag and coax a
crying, terrified Eliezer. A one-armed woman passes them at
a run, then slows down to help.

WOMAN
Are you ok?

ZAHAVA
Do you know where the nearest
shelter is?

WOMAN
Near my house. Please, come with
me.

They follow her down an alley, which opens into a large
plaza. Planes are visible in the sky, and the plaza has
already taken a hit - a huge crater right in the center.

Close to the alley is a covered staircase leading down to a
shelter.

They duck into it as more planes arrive in the sky.

INT. MEIR’S HOUSE - SLONIM

Meir and Yoheved sit, listening to the radio.

RADIO ANNOUNCER
The Fascist powers will not
prevail. Already our brave comrades
are repelling their evil attack...

Then: Noah appears in the door, fighting back tears.

Yoheved stands. Stoic - but moves to embrace him.
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INT. BOMB SHELTER - MINSK

Zahava and Eliezer huddle together in the cramped space.
Several other people are there, including LUBA, the one-
armed woman and her son, who only has one leg.

In all, 11 people sit in the shelter.

Zahava cooks rice on a kerosene stove, and Eliezer passes it
around to the shelter inhabitants. BORIS, a frail old man,
accepts gratefully.

The room shakes as more explosions sound.

BORIS
How much longer can this last?
Surely they've captured the city by
now.

Yvgeny, middle-aged with fire in his eyes, glowers.

YVGENY
He's decided to destroy the city
instead of taking it.

BORIS
It sure is taking him enough time.

Ironic laughter. Zahava smiles.

LUBA
Well we can’t stay here much
longer. This shelter was stocked
with days in mind, not weeks.

YVGENY
The Smolensk road bridge is
destroyed. That leaves only the
Mogilev.

LUBA
It’s not far from here. Just on the
other side of the square.

YVGENY
Yes, we could make it if there's a
long enough lull.

ZAHAVA
So the next time we hear a break,
we go.

(CONTINUED)
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YVGENY
looking around( )

Right.

EXT. THE SHELTER - DAWN

As the light grows, Yvgeny peeks out of the shelter door
into the square. The sky is silent.

Motioning to the others, he starts across the square at a
quick clip as the shelter inhabitants file out into the
open.

The struts of the Mogilov bridge are visible in the
distance, on the opposite side of the massive plaza. Zahava
and Eliezer are the last to leave.

Keeping a quick pace, but not running, the group continues
across the plaza, with Zahava and Eliezer bringing up the
rear.

Suddenly, the air raid sirens sound again. The group picks
up to a run and continues across the square...except for
Eliezer, who turns and runs back toward the shelter.

ZAHAVA
Eliezer! No!

He keeps running, yelling back to her.

ELIEZER
I don’t want to die today!

Zahava looks back at the rest of the group, then runs after
Eliezer.

Luba, carrying her son with her one good arm, slows down and
turns to see that Zahava has turned back - then screams as a
plane appears in the sky.

Zahava reaches the shelter just as a single bomb falls and
makes a direct hit in the middle of the square. The shelter
residents disappear in a fiery explosion as Zahava freezes
in horror.

Eliezer, crying, tugs her

INTO THE SHELTER

Zahava pulls the door shut behind them...the muffled sounds
of aircraft and explosions continue as they hold each other
in shock and fear.

CONTINUED:
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